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Brief Report Participation in Youth Festival at Lucknow
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:

NSS VGEC

:
:
:

12/01/2020 to 16/01/2020
Lucknow,UP
2 Student from VGEC

The objective of NYF is to provide a platform to bring the youth of the country together in an attempt to
provide them opportunity to showcase their talents in various activities. It also provides an arena, by
creating a mini-India, where youth interact in formal and informal settings and exchange their social and
cultural uniqueness. This blend of diverse socio-cultural milieu proves the Hon’ble Prime Minister’s
commitment and belief in ‘Ek Bharat Shrestha Bharat’.
Culture was represented by volunteers present from different states in pared. 23rd National Youth
Festival (NYF) 2020 Lucknow had been organized at Indira Pratishthan from 12th to 16th January, 2020.
From 13th January to 16th January, different Competitive (Folk Dance, One Act Play, Hindustani Vocal
Solo, Carnatic Vocal Solo, Elocution, harmonium Light, Tabla, Mridangam, Veena, Flute, Sitar, Guitar,
Dances Manipuri, Odissi, Kuchupuri, Bharatnatyam, Kathak) for volunteers of NYK and Non Competitive
Events (Young Artist Camp, Yuva Kriti, Food festival, Adventure Camp, Suvichar, Youth Convention) for
NSS volunteers had been organized.
The theme of the 23rd National Youth Festival 2020 is ‘FIT YOUTH FIT INDIA’ in pursuance of the goal of
Hon’ble Prime Minister Narendra Modi for New India to be a fit India. The National Youth Festival was
like a mega National Integration Camp. NYF 2020 had around 6000 participants (volunteers from NYKS,
NSS and local youth) from each State of the country. As the theme of 2020 NYF suggests, the youth
would inculcate physical activity and sports in their everyday lives which was essential to make new
India a Fit India.

Around 50 volunteer participated from Gujarat, 6 from GTU and 2 from VGEC named Jhankhana Joshi
and Kirtan Chhatrala.
Chief Minister, Uttar Pradesh Yogi Adityanath and Minister of State (I/C) for Youth Affairs & Sports, Shri
Kiren Rijiju inaugurated the NYF 2020 on 12th January on the occasion of birth anniversary of Swami

Vivekananda, the great Youth icon. The inauguration followed by the motivational speech by Yogij
Adityanathji and iren Rijiju. After that our honorable prime minister Narendr Modi addressed the youth
present over there. With giving vision to the youth he said, “ It’s my duty to create my India for me and I
have to do it”. program further followed by cultural/musical performance by local and renowned artists.

Food Festival organized in youth festival is one of the most attractive portions of NYF2020. Stall was
arranged and delicious food was served by the youth came from different place. Enthusiastic and
talented youth of our nation were looked to share their love towards their bhaibandhu with serving
them their regions food. chat of UP was there at a same time south’s biryany was also there. Stalls
were full of different testy and delicious food like Rajasthan’s famous Dal-bati churma, Specialty of
Gujarat Khaman, khakhra and kachariyu swarnlatta battu, coconut sweet from AP side, litichokha and
imarati form side of bihar and list was too long full of these amazing dishes.

The other interesting this which was going on is Young artist camp. Young artist camp provided platform
to showcase their emotions through their fibulas art and youth received it very well. The skill of
sculpture, art of painting and tenet of photography were presented by youth form different states.
Some of them were shaping clay beautifully and some of them were doing magic with their colors. Some
of the art were representing Sanskrit at a same time other were representing progress and development
of our country. However, some of the art showing power of youth at a same time some of showing
importance of our granth.

youth convention and Suvichar ceremony was also organised in which great personalities of India such
as Swami Nikhilesharnandji, Youth Icon Hari Borkar, Dr. R. K. Vishwitshinh, , Scientist Rutu Karighal from
ISRO. and this have share their precious thoughts on various topics to lead youth towards a successful
and happy life.

Cultural Evening was unforgettable memory for audience who witnessed it. Different states were
representing their culture in unique and innovative way.

Other than this various competitions were also held like Folk Dance, One Act Play, Hindustani Vocal Solo,
Carnatic Vocal Solo, Elocution, harmonium Light, Tabla, Mridangam, Veena, Flute, Sitar, Guitar, Dances
Manipuri, Odissi, Kuchupuri, Bharatnatyam, Kathak where youth presented their graceful talent.

Non-competitive part was also organized there. Youth also represent their talent on the stage through
dance of their region self written poetry drama etc.

Jhankhana Joshi from VGEC

Kirtan Chhatrala from VGEC

The closing ceremony of the festival on 16th January will be graced by the Governor of Uttar
Pradesh and Shri Kiren Rijiju. NYF 2020 would leverage on the knowledge and ideas that Youth
of today bring to the table where they are hugely connected and integrated through online and
offline communication channels than ever before.

